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• By-laws Amendment Status: Conference called planned for later this month to discuss and draft the 

amendment among the 6 “volunteers,” Sue, Annette, Jerry, Bob, Mary, Pam. 
 
• Summary File 2 (SF2) Profiles: Julie Hoang expressed interest.   Sue is taking the lead in asking the 

SDC and the CIC networks for interest in using SF2 profiles and then for help from SAS and SPSS 
users to help with the necessary coding. 

 
• Update on CIC activities: 1). More emphasis on webinars for training. 2). Also had a boot camp at 

annual meeting. 3). Revising CIC website on Census.gov. 4). Developing a data request form to 
assist in improving accuracy and scope of annual report. 5). In the process of creating caucuses for 
African Americans, Hispanics, Asians, indigenous Americans, and Arab-American/Polish/youth 
members 6). Some tribes have proprietary surveys and are not willing to share data—CIC is working 
on agreements to share. 7). Developing online tools, APIs, GIS portals. 8). CICs have been trying to 
develop funding channels outside the traditional ones, grants for example. After an unsupportive 
decision from Legal they have let that drop. 

 
• Meetings: 

o Evaluations of October’s Meeting: 
 Boot Camp: Sam will email a summary of the evaluations. 12 boot camp participants.  

 
 Main Meeting: 144 responses, response rates dramatically dropped toward the end 

of the 3-day period. 
 

o February Meeting (Dates are still under discussion): 
 Topics: FSCPE has begun composing a list. Steering Committee will revisit next 

week via email/IdeaScale. 
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 Arrangements: Continue to discuss length and appropriate days. 
 
o Mid-Year Meeting: 

 Responses to date: Not enough interest to warrant a meeting in 2012. 
 
 
• Webinars 

o What topics: Governments data. Sam discussed a new visualization platform; Steering 
Committee will get a first look soon. 

 
• Assisting the Census Bureau with Data Collection: 

o BAS 
Sam will get info on when SDCs should expect to work on these. 

o Building Permits 
 

o Census of Governments: SDC network will contact non-responsive governments when 
Census Bureau alerts the network. 

 
 
• Embargo Status: Communications Directorate has emphatically stated that only SDC leads can have 

access. Tom asked if there was a way to poll the SDC network to determine needs. (Yes) Pam asked 
if statements from media demonstrating the need for affiliates to have access would be helpful. (Yes) 
Lenny asked for testimonials from other states to support the notion that affiliates have access—he 
feels he has blown New York’s horn too many times to be effective. Steering Committee has 
volunteered to send a message to tree states to get feedback from the entire network. Lenny hopes 
to have something to send to Communications Directorate in a week or so. 

 
• First reactions to IdeaScale (collaborative community): Sam explained the ultimate goal is to use 

SharePoint to allow collaboration among the various sub-cultures of the census Bureau (SDC being 
just one of them) and that IdeaScale is an interim solution or testing lab. The transition from 
IdeaScale to Sharepoint should be seamless albeit two or more years down the road. Steering 
committee recommended waiting a bit before opening up to the entire SDC network. There are some 
concerns about not being able to retract votes, and not being able to identify who at the Census 
Bureau is reading the comments. 

 
• Strategic Planning 1:48 CB will provide details on the process, concepts, topics and framework.  CB 

will send out the handout that was prepared for CIC’s so that it can be modified for SDCs.  Lenny 
asked “What can we talk about beforehand and have advanced discussions especially on BIDC”.  
Determine how each of the states has implemented the program.  CB can provide basic agreements, 
but each state may have its own variation.  Sam expressed some concern on what metrics can be 
tabulated to show success of BIDC program.  New York and others would have difficulty separating 
from SDC even though they have a strong outreach for business statistics.  What are the 
requirements for defining a strong BIDC?   

 
o Process: To be discussed in February and incorporated into the new MOA’s in January 2013 

 
o BIDC program issues: Difficult to define goals and objectives of BIDC program and develop 

metrics to measure progress 
 
• CLMSO Status Reports: 

 
o Memoranda of Agreement: Current MOAs to be extended for another year, until December 

31, 2012. Extension documents should be sent to the states in early December 2011. Legal 
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Dept has approved changes to date. CLMSO wants more time to incorporate new projects, 
e.g. the virtual portal. 

 
o Rural Statistical Area (RSA) evaluation reports/geographic summary level: Federal register 

notice still in draft phase. The notice describes the process of delineating RSAs per SDC 
recommendations and subsequent modifications. Next step is to get SDC comments. Rather 
than seeking comments on the process, Geo Division would like to present a set of RSAs for 
comment. Geo Division needs help in identifying which vintage is preferred. Lenny asked if 
states that elected not to participate will still be able to comment. (Yes) 

 
o Key Census Bureau Staffing Changes: Sam stated that they are all still there at the moment 

 
• Rescheduling our December call (due to Census Bureau SF2 webinar conflict): Moved to the 

following day, Wednesday December 14 at 2:00 pm 
 
• Other issues/concerns/etc. 

 
Nancy mentioned a new program to apply spatial analysis to margins of error, to show what areas 
have statistically significant changes. Census Bureau wants to make this available to private sector, 
e.g. ESRI. 
 
Pam asked if a more complete annual report than the one we saw at the meeting in October will be 
available. Tom replied that they are working on it. 

 


